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Wireless Hacking: Projects for Wi-Fi EnthusiastsSyngress Publishing, 2004

	Welcome to the world of “wireless magic.” 802.11 (Wi-Fi) wireless LANs have exploded onto the scene with an excitement not seen since the introduction of the Internet itself. Getting rid of the wires means getting rid of the hassle.With Wi-Fi, you can roam through your favorite coffee shop, boardroom or living room, all the while...
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Ultra-Low Energy Domain-Specific Instruction-Set Processors (Embedded Systems)Springer, 2010

	Modern consumers carry many electronic devices, like a mobile phone, digital camera, GPS, PDA and an MP3 player. The functionality of each of these devices has gone through an important evolution over recent years, with a steep increase in both the number of features as in the quality of the services that they provide. However, providing the...
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Drupal: The Guide to Planning and Building WebsitesWrox Press, 2011

	This book is about directing diverse forces toward a unifi ed goal: the completion of a web project.
	While the goal in this case is very specifi c — a Drupal website — in many ways, it outlines successful
	steps for completing any life project, including Drupal itself.


	I started the Drupal project in my dorm room in...
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Handbook of Open Source ToolsSpringer, 2010

	The constant and speedy progress made by humankind in the industrial revolution,
	and more recently in the information technology era can be directly attributed to
	sharing of knowledge between various disciplines, reuse of the knowledge as science
	and technology advanced, and inclusion of this knowledge in the curriculum.
	The phrases...
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Junk Box Arduino: Ten Projects in Upcycled ElectronicsApress, 2016

	We all hate to throw electronics away. Use your 5 volt Arduino and have fun with them instead! Raid your electronics junk box to build the Cestino (Arduino compatible) board and nine other electronics projects, from a logic probe to a microprocessor explorer, and learn some advanced, old-school techniques along the way. Don’t have a...
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The Zombie Survival Guide: Complete Protection from the Living DeadThree Rivers Press, 2003
The Zombie Survival Guide is your key to survival against the hordes of undead who may be stalking you right now.  Fully illustrated and exhaustively comprehensive, this book covers everything you need to know, including how to understand zombie physiology and behavior, the most effective defense tactics and weaponry, ways to...
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Design of Medical Electronic DevicesAcademic Press, 2002
Most of the advances in medicine today are related to medical technology. On one hand, we have the pharmaceutical companies with their efforts to develop new drugs and treatments for many kinds of diseases. These efforts have been for the most part very lucrative since pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies have for many years enjoyed...
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The Flash Anthology: Cool Effects and Practical ActionScriptSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2004
Gone are the days when you could satisfy your clients with the creation of simple Flash effects using the timeline. Things have changed… a lot! Basic animated tweens aren’t enough any longer—people expect more now, from scalable and reusable scripted animation, to external data interaction.

The problem for most...
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Software Process Quality : Management and ControlCRC Press, 1999
Software presents both an opportunity and a threat. Software runs our lives. The list of applications in which software is a critical component is endless: elevators, airlines, telecommunications, medical devices, education, and countless others. Data from the Software Engineering Institute indicates that approximately 60% of software development...
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Oracle JDeveloper 10g: Empowering J2EE Development (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2004

	The age for using a simple text editor is long gone. The ever-growing complexity of Java and J2Ee creates a need for Java development tools that offer more. If you want to be more productive with Java, you need a Java Ide. Oracle Jdeveloper 10g is an Ide that enables you to develop Java applications with minimal effort. Jdeveloper...
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Nagios: System and Network MonitoringNo Starch Press, 2006

	**Covers Nagios 2.0**


	"WOW! This books is incredibly detailed and Wolfgang has done an excellent job. I don't think I could have gone into that much detail if I wrote a book mysel. Kudos!" —Ethan Galstad, Nagios main developer


	Good system administrators know about problems long before anyone asks,...
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Financial Risk Manager Handbook, Second EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
A comprehensive reference and training guide for financial risk management
Risk professionals looking to earn the Financial Risk Manager (FRM™) certification, corporate training programs, professors, and graduate students all rely on one book for the most comprehensive and up-to-date information on financial risk management–the...
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